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a documentary by  
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via Annibal Caro 11 – 00152 Roma - Italy 
valentinadamico@yahoo.it 
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The Change. Women against Ilva 

              Cast & Credits  

Film by    Valentina D’Amico 
production   Filmare srl 
story and screenplay  Valentina D’Amico 
film editing    Ivan Verardo 
camera operators  Ivan Verardo 

Valentina D’Amico 
music     Yo Yo Mundi 

Angelo Losasso 
  original music credits  Stefano Giaccone 

still photographer    Salvatore Bello 
  texts     Valentina D’Amico 

Vittorio Amodio 
with     Caterina Buonomo, Francesca Caliolo, Anna Carrieri, 

Patrizia Perduno, Margherita Pillinini, Vita Tinella, 
Gianbattista De Padova, Michele Lombardi 
Ciccio Maresca, Domenico Palmiotti, Roberto Nistri, 
Cosimo Semeraro, Gabriele Murra, Luca Maggio, 
Margherita Calderazzi, Francesco Lincesso, 
Biagio De Marzo, Luigi Oliva, Pierpaolo Fiume 

narrator    Vittorio Amodio 
actor    Alessandro Langiu 

Role of Antonino Mingolla, with texts drawn from the story "La 
Svolta" by Francesca Caliolo 

bit players Ilario Galati, Alessandro Della Queva, JeanLouis David Amodio, 
Giuseppe Suriano, Angelo Verardo, Salvatore Bello, Luca 
Negro, Jonathan Baglivo, Marco Miccio, Giacomo Giannì, 
Sergio Legittimo, Marcello Ciullo, Giuseppe Joe Marino, 
Alessandro Branca, Fabio Politi, Elisa Surano, Daniele 
Corvaglia, Giulia Corvaglia. 

The historical movie about the construction of Ilva Taranto is courtesy of Fondazione Ansaldo Genova. 
All photos were made by the documentary photographer Salvatore Bello except for photos of: 
a) Emilio Riva, president of Ilva, courtesy of "Foto Ingenito" Taranto 
b) slaughter of sheep, kindly provided by Emanuele De Gasperis. 

Production date: 2010 
Duration: 60’ 
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The Change. Women against Ilva 
                            Synopsis  

In Taranto, south Italy, militant women want to end illegality, arrogance, and impunity that humiliate their dignity, 
kill their husbands and children, weaken their health. Women who rebel against what in Taranto has always been 
considered as a salvation, now the worst of evils. Ilva. 
Ilva is the largest steelworks in Europe. It makes high profits every year, but it also has the Italian primacy in 
deaths at work and in environment pollution. 
"The Change. Women against Ilva" tells the battle of Francesca and Patrizia, wives of workers died Ilva; Vita, 
mother of a young worker killed by  a crane in the establishment; Margherita, former employee mobbed and fired; 
Anna, a woman in wheelchair, and Caterina, mother of an autistic child: different diseases, both probable 
consequences of pollution. Their need for redemption, for themselves and others: in the courts, in street 
demonstrations, in associations, in the union. 
In the middle always the steelworks. The work told by employees and former employees, and revealed by 
Antonino, worker died at the factory. His story, narrated in the text "La Svolta" ("The Change") written by his wife 
Francesca, in the video is played by an actor. 
Decades of environmental and socioeconomic upheavals of a city, Taranto, that perhaps today has found the 
courage to react against the factory that is a friend when it gives occupation but that is the enemy because he 
despises men and degrades the environment.  
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The Change. Women against Ilva 
                                  Director’s notes  

 
The indignation. 
That's why I shot a documentary about Taranto. 
From whatever direction you approach it, you come across a town raped. Imposing industrial structures spit out 
different colored smokes that stifle districts, burn buildings, scrape lungs. Taranto is not just Ilva, of course. It is 
also Eni, Cementir, Sidercomit ... In the name of development they have prostrate a city, its environment, its 
people and his health. 
So why blame only Ilva?  
Because for years Ilva has been Taranto, and still it is. Thanks to Ilva, a third of adults have found jobs and half 
of the families has been able to earn a living even in the darkest times of crisis. Thanks to Ilva, to the cash 
donations of the Riva Group, the city has some more public works. But Ilva is also the synthesis of business 
cynicism, the example of negativity of a system that puts profits to human life. Ilva holds the primacy in fatalities 
at work in Italy (43 since 1995) and the Italian primacy in dioxin pollution (92% of the total, 8% in Europe). Deaths 
from cancer soared in Taranto. 
Workers and families out of necessity, politicians and local administrators for advantage were myopic till now, 
and today they awaken in a city of walking dead and they mourn the deads killed in the establishment. Ilva 
president, Emilio Riva always says: "Deaths at work are physiological. 
If today we all know the tragedy of the seven workers burned alive in the steelworks of ThyssenKrupp Turin, too 
few people know the story of the 180 workers killed (from the first opening the gates in 1961) and of the 
environmental devastation caused by the third steel plant in the world. Why? Because Taranto is in the South of 
Italy, and in the South everything is permitted, perhaps? In 2005 a similar steel manufacturing plant was closed in 
Genoa. And Taranto? 
In Taranto, the majority of the population does not want to close the plant. It's understandable. However, 
paraphrasing the president of the Apulia region, Nichi Vendola, they want that " The factory - the great factory " 
that " seems to have betrayed the expectations and hopes of an entire community " lathes, or finally begin " to be 
his productive lung, symbol and life of the city.".  
For that reason, I would like to give my contribution. 

Valentina D’Amico 
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The Change. Women against Ilva 

       VALENTINA D’AMICO - DIRECTOR  

Italian journalist. She was born in 1974, in Tricase, province of Lecce, and lives in Rome. 
She writes for “Il Sole 24 Ore” the first Italian economic newspaper and “Il Fatto Quotidiano” a new Italian daily 
founded in September 2009. 
She produced two documentary films as screenplay writer and director: “Morire di banca” (To die because of the 
bank), on the difficulty to access to bank credit, as the main cause of usury; an historical film “1940-1945. Gli anni 
della memoria” (“1940-1945. The years of memory”) with interviews to veterans of World War II, distributed in the 
public libraries and schools of the Province of Lecce, south Italy. 
She also realised a short documentary on the "extraordinary renditions" with the testimony of Ruhal Ahmed, a 
British citizen of Pakistani origin, imprisoned to Guantanamo. 
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The Change. Women against Ilva 

                    IVAN VERARDO – FILM EDITING  

He was born in Tricase (Le) in 1977, lives in Presicce (Le). 
Audio/video technician, camera operator, operator assembly rvm, cable technician audio / video mixer, audio 
engineer, technical lighting console. 
Props in several films, including "A Woman" directed by Giada Colagrande, "Ragazzi" directed by Cesare 
Fragnelli, "Mar Piccolo" directed by Alessandro di Robilant. 
Help toolmaker in films movies and TV dramas, including "Nebbia e delitti 3" directed by Gianpaolo Tescari, 
"Scusate il disturbo," directed by Luca Manfredi, "Le Ali" directed by Andrea Porporati, "Galantuomini" directed by 
Edward Winspeare. 

     SALVATORE BELLO – STILL PHOTOGRAPHER 

He was born in 1965 in Presicce, province of Lecce, where he lives and works. 
Photojournalist, he works with 'Il Manifesto', 'Qui Salento', 'L'impaziente'. 
He worked for 'Nuovo Quotidiano di Puglia'. 
Still photographer in the movie 'Sangue Vivo' directed by Edward Winspeare and in the musical movie 'Die 
Unvollendete' filmed in Tricase (Lecce) for Swiss television SF DRS. 

    VITTORIO AMODIO – SPEAKER, EDITOR 

He was born in 1957 in Taranto, where he lives and works. 
He is technical coordinator of laboratories audio/video editing at the Institute of Professional 'Cabrini' in Taranto. 
He was editorial director of Radio Popolare Salento and correspondent for Popolare Network; editor of 'Urlo' 
magazine; he wrote on the main Italian music magazines: Rockstar, Mucchio, Rockerilla, Blow Up, Buscadero. 

      FILMARE SRL - PRODUCTION 

Film and Tv production company founded in 2006 in Foggia, by camera operators Gianni Grifa and Alfredo Botta. 
Filmare works with RAI, Italian Radio and Television, for various productions, including: Anno Zero, Porta a 
Porta, TG1, TG2, TG3, Rai News 24, Rai International, Linea Blu, Linea Verde, Sereno Variabile, Ulisse, Uno 
Mattina, Insieme sul 2, La vita in diretta. 
Filmare has also established professional relationships with other companies such as Mediaset Spa; Storie in 
Rete with wich will realize No. 4 documentary to be broadcast on LA7 italian TV. 

Filmare srl 
Via A. Russi 4 - 71100 Foggia 
+39 393 3306123 
filmaretv@libero.it 
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The Change. Women against Ilva       
    Musics 

"Looking for music for documentary ...". After the announcement on Facebook, we were inundated with requests 
for participation by artists more or less known, unknown, famous. We evaluated all works. At the end, we chose them. 

Stefano Giaccone 
is the author of the unpublished song at the end of the movie, "Your story". 
One of the most remarkable musician of the independent scene of Italy. In 1982, he founded Franti, one of the 
most important underground band from the 80’s in Italy. After the group disbanded, from 1990 to 1993, he 
collaborates with punk band Kina. In 1995 Stefano’s first solo album: a "musical spoken words" called Corpi 
Sparsi, followed in 1997 by his first singer/songwriter work Le stesse cose ritornano (credited to his music alias 
Tony Buddenbrook). So his career as a songwriter starts again, full of gigs, collaboration and recordings, in Italy 
and around Europe. In 2010 Stefano organized a wonderful project in Sardinia : nostos, the comeback, in ancient 
greek. A coming back to social life roots. 

"Thanks for telling this story, in order to not forget", he wrote us in an e-mail. 

Yo Yo Mundi 
Authors of the majority of the soundtrack. 
Yo Yo Mundi are an Italian folk rock band, from Piemonte. Their first live show was in a concert against pollution 
in Valle Bormida. In 1994 their first record, La diserzione degli animali del circo. Other successes: Bande 
Rumorose (1995); Percorsi di Musica Sghemba (1996); L’Impazienza (1999) in collaboration with Beppe Quirici 
and Ivano Fossati; 54 (2004); Album Rosso (2008). They collaborate with some other artists: Lella Costa 
(Percorsi & Coincidenze); Teresa De Sio (Brigate di Frontiera), Giorgio Gaber (Io non mi sento italiano). Their 
masterpiece is Sciopero (2001), their first work of contamination between arts: an extract of the voicing of Sergej 
Eizenštein's movie. This mostly instrumental album makes them famous even abroad. Some of their other works: 
La Banda Tom e altre Storie Partigiane (2005); Il Bandito della Aqui: memorie di un soldato dimenticato (2006). 
In 2007, they wrote music for the show Ricordi Fuoriusciti by Beppe Rosso, based on life and works of Antonio 
Gramsci, Piero Gobetti, Gaetano Salvemini and Rosselli brothers. 
Yo Yo Mundi founded Sciopero Records label, to promote independent music ignored by Italian discography. 

Here it is Yo Yo Mundi greeting for Women-Against-Ilva 
"Dear Valentina, here we are… thank you for what you are doing and for how you did it … Thanks to the cast and 

players and, above all, the women – we wish our notes could turn into gentle caresses for each of them – and, 
when you could, please tell them we are close, we have common dreams and emotions and that their example is 

clean energy for our future world which will be better thank to the sparkle in their eyes and their struggle…" 

Angelo Losasso 
He collaborated to soundtrack. 
Born in Taranto. Graduated in Music at Philosophy school of Bologna University in 1983. Musician, composer, 
music professor, he organizes art, social and cultural events. He made a lot of soundtracks both for theatre and 
movies. He worked with the directors G. Giusto (Vacaina e Mandorle amare), N. Angiuli (Otnarat), G. Guarino 
(Brancaccio e Vico Ospizio), M. D’Andria (various documentary), E. Winspeare (Il Miracolo) e with artists C. 
Pietroiusti, M. Fraterno, G. Caccavale, P. Vinci, Shambu. He has a multimedia studio, where he realized some 
audiovisual productions (A’nghianate – 2002, Temi da una città/stato – 2003, Terrarret – 2009). 
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The Change. Women against Ilva       
       “LA SVOLTA” by Francesca Caliolo 

The movie title is the same of the story by Francesca Caliolo, one of the Women Against Ilva, written after that 
her husband, Antonino Mingolla, died. Worker of an outsource firm, Antonino died suffocated by gas when he 
was replacing a valve in the steel plant. 

LA SVOLTA 
by Francesca Caliolo 

"The day I set foot for the first time in the factory of Ilva in Taranto, I was in despair, as I had never felt in my long 
experience. It was hard to get to the end of the day. Finding this job was not at all easy. After months of mobility, 
dozens of applications sent to companies in the sector, a contract for two months had given me breath. I already 
knew the factory, I had worked there a year ago, but now I felt really trapped and pessimistic about the future.… " 

All the text on: http://lasvoltadonnecontroilva.wordpress.com 

The Change. Women against Ilva       
Laf Building 

"The day I stepped into the Laf Building I thought to be finished in a mental hospital", Giambattista De Padova, 
former head of Ilva Taranto purchasing department, recalled the internment in Laf. 
"La Svolta. Donne contro l’Ilva" reconstructs the story of Laf Building. 
A punitive department where the businessman Emilio Riva confined the employees who refused to work with 
qualifications and tasks lower than those accrued. The goal was to weaken their resistance and induce them to 
resign. 
The employees-inmates spent long shifts without doing anything. Eight hours straight for over a year and a half 
without a computer, a telephone, a fax machine. A lager in an Italian factory, in Taranto, in the years 1997-1998. 
Not in '800, at the dawn of the unions conquests. This was the Laf Building. 
70 employees were locked in the Laf. Many of them became ill with depression, someone attempted suicide. 
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The Change. Women against Ilva       
Film Festival 

 

 

 

“Lose your job: it is not only chronicle of Western countries in times of crisis. It can be 
also yesterday storiy which became struggle, defeat and victory at the same time. 

Especially if she is a woman who tells”.  
The Change. Women against Ilva 

7ª edition of Giornate degli Autori Venice Days 
67ª Mostra d’Arte Cinematografica di Venezia 

1  – 11 september 2010 

 

 

The Change. Women against Ilva  
15 th Milano Film Festival, section  “State (t)error” 

10 - 19 september 2010. 

 

 

The Change. Women against Ilva  
3th Ecologico International Film Festival Nardò (Le) - Italy 

16 - 19 september 2010  

 

 

The Change. Women against Ilva 
2th MaxFest, Cinema Music e Visual Arts - Massafra (Ta) - Italy 

Section “Sguardo su Taranto”. 
17 – 19 september 2010 

 
 

The Change. Women against Ilva       
Special Mention 

"The Change. Women against Ilva", converted into audio format, received a Special Mention at “Marco Rossi” 
Radio Award, organized by the Italian Radio Articolo 1 and Audiodoc, for reports, programs and  documentaries 
on work theme. 
 
More info: http://lasvoltadonnecontroilva.wordpress.com 
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The Change. Women against Ilva       
Press 

TG1 RAI (September 11, 2010), in a report by Vincenzo Mollica, at the close of the 67th Venice International 
Film Festival, "The Change. Women against Ilva" is mentioned among the most interesting documentaries of 
the festival.  
See the link, at 22 minutes 20 second: http://www.rai.tv/dl/RaiTV/programmi/media/ContentItem-95cf467d-6abe-
4bc0-8095-513ec2246fe3.html 

L’Unità, Italian newspaper (September 4, 2010): " Stories of fighters women who tell of a country where 
justice is dead". 
See the link: http://www.unita.it/news/103126/donne_resistenti_al_lido 

Il Manifesto, Italian newspaper (September 9, 2010): "An indictment and rebellion against an echo-
environmental disaster of gigantic proportions... " 
See the link: http://lasvoltadonnecontroilva.wordpress.com/2010/06/02/a-taranto-vietato-respirare-donne-contro-
lilva/ 

MyMovies, the most consulted Italian online database of cinema: " The Change is a documentary that 
should be shown to all those who believe that the workers no longer exist. " 
See the link: http://www.mymovies.it/dizionario/recensione.asp?id=63633 

Terra, environmentalist Italian newspaper (September 4, 2010): 
an interview to the author, Valentina D’Amico: "In the eyes of these women I found pain, certainly, but above all, 
courage and willpower to carry on their battle… I wanted to show to the world those eyes. Maybe, I thought, 
something is moving". 
See the link: http://www.terranews.it/news/2010/09/occhi-aperti-sullilva 

Sentieri Selvaggi, Italian film magazine (September 8, 2010): " On one hand, the cold chimneys, black 
and menacing shapes of the kilns that occlude the horizon, on the other, the absolute humanity of women fighting 
against the monster of metal, their eyes full of tears, tired faces, hands often closed in fists of rage. " 
See the link: http://www.sentieriselvaggi.it/260/38351/(doc)_VENEZIA_67_–_La_Svolta._Donne_contro_l-
Ilva,_di_Valentina_D-Amico_(Giornate_degli_Autori).htm 
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The Change. Women against Ilva       
      Candidates environmentalist of the year 

Anna, Caterina, Francesca, Margherita, Patrizia and Vita have been chosen, along with seven other 
candidates, to compete for the Italian Award "Environmentalist of the Year 2010". 
The competition, now in its fourth edition, is organized like every year by the Italian association ' Legambiente ' 
and the Italian magazine ' New Ecology '. 
Reason: "Six women who seek justice against one of the most polluting factories in Europe." 
Click on the link: http://lasvoltadonnecontroilva.wordpress.com/2010/09/28/le-donne-contro-lilva-candidate-
ambientaliste-dellanno/ 
 


